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We are a global compliance technology company supporting banks, fintechs, exchanges, and other financial institutions
in the area of Financial Crime Compliance. Using Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning, our software gives a single
internal and external view of a customer’s Financial Crime Compliance (FCC) risk that is continually updated, called
the Identity Risk Index — transforming how customers are onboarded and how compliance risk is assessed and triaged
in the screening and monitoring processes used by leading financial institutions around the world.

Intelligent Assessment
Our Intelligent Assessment solution provides AI-driven negative media screening and query capabilities that
allow financial institutions to screen their clients for adverse media with previously unimaginable precision. By
using AI, our solution continually screens for negative media, entities and their previously undisclosed
relationships in addition to uncovering true beneficial ownership. Our solution continually aggregates and
accumulates risk-related information around each client. For one of the leading global banks, we reduced false
positives by 80% and discovered 20% more true positives.
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by technological limitations and fragile rules based
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AI is changing the customer risk assessment function. Because AI is underpinned by the idea of
automation and augmentation, and with the maturation of machine learning models, customer risk
assessment can now be achieved on an ongoing basis.

“AI is reinventing the enhanced
due diligence function.”
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With a single view of customer risk, that is compliance focused and continually updated, Merlon clients benefit from
an AI-driven customer risk assessment solution that is designed to continually understand customer risk, aggregate
customer risk through a centralized customer risk repository, and feed down- stream systems that need a clear and
accurate customer risk assessment rating in order to perform monitoring and investigations processes that take
place throughout the financial crime and compliance functions.
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